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Abstract
A physically based simulator is applied in this work to
investigate the depolarization induced by rain along Earthspace links, and specifically to shed light on the impact of
different precipitation types (stratiform/convective) and of
the axial ratio selected to model the drop oblateness. To this
aim, we employ rain maps derived from an S-band weather
radar as input to the simulator. Results indicate that the
Cross Polar Discrimination (XPD) depends more on the
drop axial ratio than on the type of precipitation event, and,
more in general, they give a hint of the usefulness of the
proposed simulator to isolate and investigate the
contribution of the different atmospheric constituents to the
overall XPD.

1. Introduction
Depolarization is one of the detrimental effects induced by
rain on Earth-to-satellite links operating at frequencies
above the 10 GHz, especially when considering systems
aiming to increase the link capacity by simultaneously
exploiting two orthogonal polarizations. Depolarization
occurs when an electromagnetic wave crosses the
troposphere in presence of rain drops and/or ice particles,
due to their anisotropy [1]. The few depolarization data
available show quite a marked spread in the Co-Polar
Attenuation – Cross Polar Discrimination (CPA-XPD)
plane [1], which existing models can hardly catch. A
simulator has been under development at Politecnico di
Milano, aiming at clarifying the contribution of different
constituents (rain, melting layer, ice clouds) on the overall
XPD [2]. Prior contributions have shown the preliminarily
application of the simulator using as input synthetic rain
cells [3]. This paper extends the investigation of rain
induced depolarization by providing as input to the
simulator a much more realistic meteorological
environment, which is extracted from a large set of weather
radar derived rain maps [4].

2. XPD model and meteorological input
2.1 The XPD simulator
The depolarization simulator has been already described in
[2-3], to which the reader is addressed for more details. We

report here a brief summary to point out its main features.
While in [2-3] a synthetic rain layer was generated based
on single exponentially shaped rain cells, in this
contribution, we have used as input to the simulator real
rain events derived from the research weather radar
installed at Spino d’Adda experimental station. Such maps
provide the rain rate at ground level, while the rain height
is assumed to coincide with mean 0 °C level of the local
site of interest.
The simulator allows to characterize the hydrometeor
population in terms of particle size distribution, shape,
axial ratio, water temperature and falling velocity, which is
assumed to be constant up to the top rain layer. Knowing
the link configuration, i.e. frequency and elevation angle,
scattering coefficients are calculated using the T-matrix
method [5] from which, in turn, the specific propagation
constants (attenuation and propagation) are obtained as a
function of the rain rate for each pixel of the map crossing
the link. Afterwards, overall rain induced attenuation and
phase rotation are obtained by integrating the effects along
the whole Earth-to-satellite link.

2.2 The NPC database
The events analyzed in this work belong to the NPC (Nastri
Pioggia Cartesianizzata) database, a collection of rain
events affecting the Padana Valley, recorded between 1988
and 1992 by means of the research weather radar installed
at Spino d’Adda experimental station. The ensemble of the
radar derived maps were proven to be statistically
representative of the rainfall process of the region [6]. Rain
maps consist of 160×160 pixels, each of which has 0.5
km×0.5 km spatial resolution (coverage area = 80 km×80
km around Spino d’Adda).
Among all, we have selected two opposite rain events: a
stratiform one, collected in winter (January), and a
convective one, recorded during the summer (August).

2.3 Modelling assumptions
All the computations are performed for circularly polarized
waves. The link operation has been tuned to the frequency
of 49.5 GHz, with an elevation angle of 37.7 deg.,
according to the ITALSAT experiment [1].
The rain heights (hR,Jan = 1.928 km and hR,Aug = 3.975 km)
are set to coincide with the mean monthly 0 °C isotherm
height as derived from the ERA-40 database [7].

The drop size distribution has been derived from the
Marshall and Palmer relation, an assumption typically
considered to be valid in temperate regions [8], and,
moreover, it has been assumed not to vary throughout the
whole rain map (Longitudinal Homogeneity Medium [1]).
Oblate spheroids are particularly suited to represent
raindrops [9,10] and they have been chosen in the
simulations. Their axial ratios have been set to the diameter
dependent relations present in literature [9-12], which are
the result of theoretical investigations and experimental
observations. Finally, all hydrometeors are supposed to lie
along the vertical direction (Principal Planes Model [1]).
Table 1 summarizes the assumptions made in the
simulations.

The second event consists of 408 maps of convective
precipitation collected on the 22nd August of 1988: a
snapshot is provided in Figure 2. Note the differences with
respect to the previous map: the rain is locally very intense
and is no longer widespread, but concentrated over small
regions.

Table 1. Parameters used in the simulations.
PARAMETER
0 °C isotherm height
Particle Size Distribution
Axial ratio
Frequency
Elevation angle
Polarization

SETTING
1.928 km (stratiform)
3.975 km (convective)
Marshall and Palmer
See Figure 3
49.5 GHz
37.7 °
Circular

4. Investigation of rain induced depolarization
4.1 Stratiform rain event
The first event consists of 342 maps of stratiform rain
collected on the 20th January of 1992. A sample map is
reported in Figure 1. This kind of rain presents a large
coverage in the radar observation area, whereas the rain
intensity is quite limited and is characterized by a limited
spatial variability.

Figure 1. A snapshot of the rainfall rate during the
stratiform event.

4.2 Convective rain event

Figure 2. A snapshot of the rainfall rate during the
convective event.

5. Discussion of the results
The resulting CPA-XPD scatterplot for the first event is
reported in Figure 3 (all maps included): each point
corresponds to a different position of the ground station
across the whole map. The model included in
recommendation ITU-R P. 618-13 is also shown in the
picture as reference [13].

Figure 3. CPA-XPD scatterplot for the stratiform rain
event, for different drop axial ratios.
The contribution of the event rain maps is limited: each
colored cloud of points represents the simulator output for

the specific axial ratio. We observe that all the points for a
given axial ratio selection lie along a common strip not
wider than 2-3 dB.
The results for the second event are aligned with those
obtained from the stratiform event, which indicate that
changing the rain event type (and the rain height) does not
have a significant impact on the overall XPD variability.
This is confirmed by the direct comparison of the stratiform
and the convective event in Figure 4, which shows that the
points lie on a common strip of possible values, for the
same axial ratio. On the other hand, the convective
precipitation, as expected, causes higher XPD values, as
well as higher CPA values.
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Figure 4. CPA-XPD scatterplot comparison of the
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6. Conclusions
This contribution investigates the depolarization induced
by rain along Earth-to-space links through a physically
based simulator which is currently under development at
Politecnico di Milano. Results indicate the impact on XPD
of different rain types (stratiform/convective) is rather
limited, while a higher variability is found as a function of
the axial ratio used to model the drop oblateness. These
results are only some of the possible outcomes of the XPD
simulator, which will be employed to isolate and
investigate more in depth the contribution of the different
atmospheric constituents to the overall XPD. To this aim,
a more complete environment will be provided as input to
the simulator [14], to assess also the impact on the XPD of
the melting layer [15] and of ice clouds [16], and, in
addition, more complex assumptions will be introduced
(e.g. drop vibration, drop canting angle, drop size
distribution parameters as a function of the rain rate, …) to
provide an even more realistic physical characterization of
the rain layer.
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